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About the Registered Deposit
Brokers Association
The Registered Deposit Brokers Association (RDBA)
is the professional standards association for its
membership within the Canadian client name
deposit industry and was established in 1986 and
incorporated in 1987.
The RDBA protects depositors’ interests and strengthens market integrity and
efficiency within the Canadian Deposit Broker industry. The RDBA helps shape
regulatory initiatives, provides members with opportunities to exchange ideas,
educates members on industry issues, offers designations through courses
approved by Advocis and administers a national registry and referral service for
clients and financial institutions seeking Deposit Brokers. RDBA members are
comprised of Canadian Financial Institutions and Deposit Brokers.
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Executive Summary

Deposit Brokers are financial intermediaries who help consumers place deposits with multiple
banks and other Deposit-Taking Institutions, such as trust companies, credit unions, and caisses
populaires. Although they place over $12 billion in deposits (about 9% of the industry total),
Deposit Brokers are the only financial intermediaries in Canada to operate without consistent
and effective oversight of their activities dealing with consumers. We believe consumers and
the financial system would be better served with the Registered Deposit Brokers Association of
Canada acting as the Self-Regulatory Organization to more consistently and effectively oversee
their distribution activities.
Federally-chartered DTIs are regulated by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial
Institutions, whose focus is on the governance, risk management, and compliance of each
institution it oversees, and whose goal is to balance competitiveness with financial stability.
OSFI’s mandate extends to include the retail distribution activities of each institution, and
the compliance of those activities with various federal statutes and other regulations. In this
structure, OSFI holds each DTI accountable for overseeing the activities of its distributors,
whether they are employees in the local bank branch, or independent Deposit Brokers.
This model works well for bank branches, or direct distribution models in which the sellers of
the deposit instruments are employees of the DTI. It can also work well when intermediaries are
exclusive contractors of the DTI. However, this approach suffers from a number of shortcomings
when the sellers are independent Deposit Brokers who represent multiple DTIs:
Rules and requirements are inconsistent between DTIs
■ Principles-based regulation results in different requirements from each DTI
■ The differing requirements are confusing for Brokers
The degree of oversight varies considerably between DTIs
■ Each DTI can review new account applications, and most place their focus here
■ Few scrutinize broker operations, policies, procedures
■ Field audits are rare
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Detection of non-compliance is difficult
■ A DTI can review only applications it receives, but not those sent to a competitor
■ DTIs cannot share their supervision results with their peers for mutual benefit
There is no enforcement mechanism – a broker found unsuitable by one DTI can go to
another
Duplication of efforts is costly
■ Each DTI is replicating the functions needed to oversee the independent channel
■ OSFI is replicating its oversight of the sufficiency of those functions at each DTI
■ Brokers representing a large number of DTIs suffer the burden of duplicated oversight
The burden of replicating these functions reduces competition and consumer choice
■ A smaller DTI seeking to diversify its funding sources faces a barrier to entry into the
independent Deposit Broker channel
■ This limits consumer choice, and reduces competition between DTIs
Other financial intermediary channels have instead adopted a model in which the distribution
channel participants are regulated directly, rather than by their suppliers. In most cases the
oversight is done by a Self-Regulatory Organization. This avoids the aforementioned problems of
the current ‘via the supplier’ model and enables certain advantages:
■

■

■
■

■
■

Consistent rules, standards and expectations for all Brokers, regardless whose products
they sell
Regular field audit of processes and procedures, not just review of individual orders
arriving.
Each intermediary only has to answer to one oversight body, not to each supplier.
The SRO is empowered to censure those who fail to comply (because good standing with
the SRO is required in order to continue to conduct business).
All consumers and DTIs are thus protected from unscrupulous intermediaries.
The costs of the SRO are borne by the industry, not by the government.

The Deposit Broker channel recognized the benefits of the SRO model many years ago, and
enabled its own Professional Standards body, the Registered Deposit Brokers Association of
Canada (RDBA), to perform many functions deemed essential to effective and efficient oversight
of its members. Today, over 20 DTIs are members of the RDBA and rely on it to oversee the
activities of over 1,300 individual member Brokers and their affiliated agents. Consumers and
regulators benefit from a higher standard of oversight, consistently applied, and at a cost which
is a fraction of what DTIs would spend to replicate.
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The RDBA is currently facing considerable challenges to deliver the benefits of an SRO in this
channel, mainly because membership by Brokers is voluntary. This undermines the benefits of a
central SRO:
■
■

■

■

Some Brokers refuse to become or remain members as it is not a requirement.
DTIs may be unsure whether reliance on the RDBA will be deemed sufficient oversight by
OSFI.
DTIs wishing to continue to work with non-RDBA Brokers, or who believe OSFI will require a
higher standard of oversight, must maintain duplicated functions and their costs.
DTIs who choose to maintain their own functions weaken the additional benefits of the SRO
to themselves, and may choose to leave the SRO, weakening it further.

The path forward is clear – the RDBA should be empowered to act as the official SRO for Deposit
Brokers acting for federally-regulated DTIs. With mandatory membership in good standing
by all Brokers, and with the DTIs confident that their third-party distribution compliance risks
are being managed to OSFI’s satisfaction, the SRO can consistently, effectively, and efficiently
perform its oversight functions. Consumers will be confident that their Brokers are informed
and compliant, and DTIs can diversify their funding sources through Deposit Brokers without
first having to build their own supervision regime.
We believe the following 5 steps should now be taken to realize this goal:
1. OSFI performs an in-depth review of RDBA onboarding, oversight and reporting functions.
2. OSFI identifies areas it would like to see strengthened.
3. RDBA updates policies and procedures to meet OSFI’s requirements.
4. OSFI declares that DTIs relying on RDBA for channel oversight will be deemed to have met
OSFI’s requirements for such oversight.
5. Department of Finance makes RDBA membership mandatory for those selling the deposits
of Federally-regulated DTIs.

Sincerely,

Brian J. Evans, Chair of the Board
Registered Deposit Brokers Association
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1. Introduction

This paper will examine the current gaps and challenges in the oversight of third-party
distribution of deposit products in Canada, specifically those issued and held in the name of the
depositor (client name). We highlight aspects of the current regulatory framework surrounding
Deposit Brokers which result in duplication in some areas, while leaving gaps in others, thereby
exposing vulnerable consumers to the risk of bad advice or outright fraud by insufficient
oversight of distributors, and by not being able to verify the good standing of their Brokers.
We contrast the oversight of this distribution channel with that of other financial product
distribution businesses to assess the pros and cons of different approaches. We recommend
a solution to enhance consumer protection through direct regulation of Deposit Brokers with
a more efficient and effective national self-regulatory model. We recommend the RDBA to
be nominated as the SRO for the distribution channel, as it is already performing most of the
functions the regulator would require.
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2. Situational Analysis: The Deposit
Industry
2.1 DEPOSIT-TAKING INSTITUTIONS
Consumers and businesses often need capital to fund projects such as buying a home, or
expanding a business operation, and these projects contribute to economic growth. Financial
institutions which provide loans and mortgages need to replace the capital they have lent, so
they are ready to make further loans. This ‘funding’ of their loans is usually obtained from other
consumers or businesses who have surplus capital which they are willing to deposit with the
lending institution in exchange for periodic interest at an agreeable rate.
The lending and deposit-taking functions are really two sides of the same coin but are subject
to separate sets of rules. Since our focus is on the deposit-taking functions, and the regulations
pertaining to these functions often refer to the institutions as Deposit-Taking Institutions (DTIs),
we will refer to them as DTIs or simply institutions. Since the DTIs issue certificates as evidence
of their liability to depositors, they are also often referred to as ‘issuers’ of deposit instruments.

2.2 CLIENT NAME DEPOSITS
Client name deposit instruments, typically GICs and cash accounts, are issued by Deposit Taking
Institutions (DTIs) such as banks, trust companies, credit unions, mortgage corporations and
caisses populaires. Depositors can access these instruments through financial institutions’
branches, from affiliated financial advisors and from independent distributors who are directly
contracted as agents of the issuer. These instruments are contracts between the depositor and
the DTIs, bearing the name(s) of the depositor(s) as parties to the contract. These are distinct
from deposits that are distributed by Investment Advisors employed by Investment Dealers,
which are issued and held in the name of the dealer in trust for the dealer’s client (also called
‘nominee’ name deposits). This paper will use the term Deposit Broker to refer to independent
agents who provide depositors with GICs in the client’s own name. While the underlying product
is the same for both client name and nominee business, Deposit Brokers are regulated quite
differently from Investment Advisors. Section 3 looks more closely at these differences.
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2.3 DEPOSIT AGENTS AND DEPOSIT BROKERS
DTIs who seek to expand their distribution through third parties refer to these third parties
collectively as Deposit Agents, and secure distribution contracts with them referred to as Agency
Agreements, with the DTI acting as the Principal.
However, the word ‘agent’ sometimes implies an exclusive relationship where the agent is
accountable only to its principal. In other financial industry sectors, the word ‘broker’ is used to
describe an agent who can help consumers access the most suitable instrument from a number
of different suppliers. Most people would recognize the terms Stock Broker and Insurance
Broker, and have an understanding of what they do. Fewer people are familiar with Mortgage
Brokers and Deposit Brokers, but these are the common industry names for those who offer
access to multiple sources of a product category.
We will use the term Deposit Broker to describe an individual or entity contracted with more
than one DTI, with the goal of helping consumers find the best offers available for deposit
instruments, among the institutions with which they have an Agency Agreement.

2.4 DEPOSIT BROKERS HANDLE A SIGNIFICANT SHARE OF CLIENT NAME DEPOSITS
Deposit Brokers represent an important distribution channel for DTIs in Canada, and they are
responsible for a significant share of client name deposit volume. As of June 30, 2019 Investors
Economics (a division of ISS Market Intelligence) estimated that over $12 billion of consumer
deposits were held in client name, representing 9% of the third-party deposits market.
While the largest 5 banks make limited use of Deposit Brokers today, smaller and medium-sized
DTIs may source a significant share of their deposit volume through them.

2.5 DEPOSIT INSURANCE LIMITS LEAD CONSUMERS TO USE MULTIPLE INSTITUTIONS
Two of the most appealing attributes of a GIC are that both principal and interest are
guaranteed like a government bond, and that the deposit is eligible to be insured by Canada
Deposit Insurance Corporation (CDIC) or Provincial Deposit Insurance as applicable, which
removes the risk of losing the principal if the DTI should become insolvent and unable to pay
interest or principal when due. These features are especially appealing to conservative investors
with low tolerances for uncertainty or risk of loss of their capital, and a considerable percentage
of investors prefer GICs over investments that lack these features.
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Risk tolerances tend to decrease as people get older, especially retirees and the elderly who can
no longer live independently in their homes, and who depend on their savings and interest to
cover their ongoing housing and care costs.
Unfortunately, deposit insurance has its limits. CDIC covers up to $100,000 of a consumer’s
deposits at any one DTI, and though separate limits exist for different account types (i.e. RRSP,
TFSA and non-registered investments each have a separate $100,000 limit), those limits are
rather small compared to the size of many retirees’ RRSP, or the proceeds from an elderly
person’s home sale.
Consumers concerned with the limits of deposit insurance coverage at their primary institution
would need to distribute their savings among several different institutions, to be sure that their
overall balance is fully insured. Consider a widow who sold her home and now has $500,000 of
non-registered proceeds to invest. She would need to find 5 different DTIs in order to ensure
that all her deposits are secure. While you might find 5 different DTIs with branches in major
cities and their suburbs, most smaller towns and rural areas would not offer that number of
institutions with local branches. This can present a challenge to even find enough different
institutions to deal with, and would require establishing working relationships with each of
them. This is an obstacle to time-crunched consumers, especially for the elderly who are less
mobile and less able to use non-face-to-face telephone or internet channels to reach institutions
that lack a local branch in their area.
Deposit Brokers solve these problems for consumers. They strive to place money on behalf of
their clients across multiple institutions in a way that complete deposit insurance coverage is
assured.

2.6 DEPOSIT BROKERS ENHANCE CONSUMER ACCESS AND COMPETITION BETWEEN DTIs
Deposit Brokers help connect consumers with DTIs that may have no local presence and
which the consumer may not have been able to find on their own. They can offer that service
through a single relationship that allows for a complete understanding of the client’s needs and
goals and suitable unbiased advice, saving the consumer the time and energy of finding and
establishing working relationships with multiple institutions.
Deposit Brokers are generally able to provide investments issued by several or many different
DTIs, thereby allowing them to provide their clients with access to the most attractive rates in
the market.
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In many cases, the depositors would otherwise be unaware that many of these competitive
DTIs are even available to them, because many of the smaller institutions don’t have extensive
physical branch networks due to the high capital cost, and may not advertise extensively.
The function performed by the Deposit Broker thereby helps DTIs find sources of funding, and
fosters competition among them for those deposits. This activity supports a more efficient
market of DTIs and benefits the consumers that need their services with easier access and more
competitive offerings, available through a single advisory and administrative relationship.
2.7 BROKERED DEPOSITS ARE A SOURCE OF HIGH-QUALITY CAPITAL FOR DTIs
DTIs try to match the maturity dates of their assets and liabilities to avoid strain on their
liquidity. A 5-year fixed mortgage would ideally be funded by deposits which also have a term of
5 years before the depositors expect their capital to be repaid.
DTIs can attract deposits of the desired term to maturity by adjusting the interest rates they
offer on such terms, so as to be more attractive than their competitors, at least until they have
enough deposits of the desired term. For this mechanism to function effectively, it requires an
efficient market in which to compete. Different distribution channels are like different market
segments with different price-sensitivities and different opportunities to secure deposit volume.
The table below contrasts these distribution channel characteristics. See Appendix 2 for a more
detailed discussion.
Channel

Price-Sensitivity

Volume Potential

Speed of Response

Physical Branch

Low-Moderate

Moderate

Slow

Direct Distribution

Moderate-High

Depends on Scale

Depends on
Promotion

Deposit Brokers

Moderate-High

Moderate

Rapid

Investment Dealers

High

Large

Rapid

Third party distribution channels such as Investment Dealers and Deposit Brokers provide a
market of price-sensitive consumers that can respond more quickly to a competitive rate offer
than the institution’s own branch network or direct marketing.
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Unfortunately, smaller institutions face barriers to securing shelf space through the Investment
Dealer channel. The scale of the channel is so large that a competitive offer may result in a much
larger volume of deposits than needed within a single day, so that smaller institutions may not
be able to absorb the volume.
The Deposit Broker channel provides similar price sensitivity and speed of response, but with
smaller daily volume potential that results in a more manageable flow of deposits for mediumsized DTIs.
DTIs are required by industry regulations such as OSFI’s LAR requirements (Liquidity Adequacy
Requirements) to diversify their source of funds to mitigate the risk of a stressed environment
which could lead to insufficient liquidity. The Deposit Broker channel provides an important
alternative funding source for all institutions, especially smaller ones.
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3. Regulatory Objectives and
Challenges
3.1 THE NEED FOR REGULATION
It is clear that any financial institutions or intermediaries dealing with consumers need to be
regulated. Consumers often lack the knowledge and experience needed to make sound financial
decisions, and need to rely on the advice of others. Consumers may obtain that advice from
the employees or agents of the DTIs themselves, or from investment advisors or independent
financial planners. When the advice to purchase a product comes from the person actually
executing the purchase, there is an inherent conflict of interest: commission income or credit
toward production quotas are incentives that can lead sellers to take shortcuts on full disclosure
to consumers or required due diligence on the source of funds.
The consumer needs to know the features of the product, and their benefits as well as their
disadvantages. And the DTI needs to know that the required due diligence has been done to
identify the depositor and the source of their funds. As with the sale of securities and insurance,
the sale of deposit instruments is governed by numerous consumer disclosure requirements,
and account opening requirements. The setting of these rules and steps taken to ensure
compliance with them is a provincial responsibility for securities and insurance distribution, but
for deposit products these functions primarily fall under Federal jurisdiction (except for Credit
Unions registered provincially).
In addition to the rules specific to the deposit industry, there are numerous Federal statutes that
apply more generally to multiple industries, and failure to comply with any of these poses risk to
consumers, and to the integrity of Canada’s financial system. These include:
■

■

■
■

PCMLTFA – prescribes anti-money-laundering rules requiring client identification and
disclosures
PIPEDA – prescribes limits and precautions to be taken with consumers’ personal
information
DNCL – the ‘Do Not Call List’ – limits marketing activity directed to consumers via telephone
CASL – Canada’s Anti-Spam Law – limits marketing activity directed to consumers via email
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One might summarize the objectives of such regulation as falling under 4 separate categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Protecting consumers from unscrupulous intermediaries
Protecting the integrity of Canada’s financial system
Fostering competition between institutions to drive innovation and fair pricing
Limiting barriers to consumers or institutions accessing each other

The first two of these are protective objectives, while the latter two are benefits of a competitive
marketplace which could be stifled if the protective aspects are too onerous or costly.
Unfortunately, the current regulatory framework surrounding independent Deposit Brokers
leaves considerable gaps in terms of protection, while the lack of efficiency caused by this
framework limits the growth of the channel and the access that institutions might have to it.

3.2 REGULATORY FUNCTIONS
The goal of regulation is to limit possible harms to consumers or the financial system. One
might describe the functions of regulation as falling into two broad categories: Standards and
Compliance.
Standards define business requirements, and minimum and maximum limits. Laws, rules and
regulations might prescribe required actions that are deemed beneficial, and prohibit actions
deemed harmful. For example: a DTI must ensure delivery of the Terms and Conditions of its
deposit contract to the consumer no later than the time of opening the account, to ensure the
consumer has full disclosure, and, a DTI must not accept a deposit if it knows the source of
funds is laundered money, to ensure it doesn’t assist the criminals. Minimums are designed to
get more of what we want, while maximums are intended to get less of what we don’t want.
Compliance is the process by which we ensure that the Standards are being adhered to. Three
components are needed to make this work:
Oversight (Detection, supervision): monitor the business activity to be able to detect
problems
■ Transactional level – all requirements met?
■ Procedural Level – are policies and procedures in place? Are they being followed?
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Correction:
■ If policies and procedures are lacking, request they be developed or strengthened.
■ If they are not being followed, ask for immediate compliance and ongoing oversight.
Censure (Ejection):
■ If there is egregious activity, or continued non-compliance after a request to comply, some
penalty should apply to deter others from doing similar harm, or ignoring the regulator’s
direction.
In the following sections, we will use the terms Compliance, Oversight, Correction or Censure
intending the meanings described above.

3.3 OSFI REGULATES DEPOSIT BROKERS INDIRECTLY THROUGH DTIs
Federally regulated financial institutions are overseen by OSFI (the Office of the Superintendent
of Financial Institutions). While OSFI’s primary focus is on the solvency of individual institutions
and the integrity of the financial system, Anti-Money-Laundering compliance and the distribution
activities of the institutions it regulates are also within its scope.
OSFI tends to operate as a principles-based regulator rather than prescribing firm rules for
all institutions, unless such firm rules are needed in order to ensure solvency or compliance
with international financial industry regulations. While a principles-based approach is
more flexible and can foster innovation by competing institutions, lack of clarity on what
business requirements and oversight activities would satisfy the regulator has some negative
consequences for the oversight of independent third-party distribution. Namely:
■

■

■

■

■

There is wide variation in the business rules for independent brokers across institutions,
leading to an inefficient market, and in some cases blocking entire market segments.
There is wide variation in the level of oversight applied to brokers by different institutions,
in some cases leaving gaps in effective oversight.
Most if not all of the oversight activities are duplicated at each financial institution,
multiplying the industry’s oversight costs and reducing the efficiency of the independent
broker channel.
The high upfront cost of establishing channel oversight acts as a barrier to institutions
being able to access this important source of high-quality funding (especially for smaller
DTIs).
This in turn limits the competitiveness of the market, and reduces consumer choice.

We will examine each of these issues in turn.
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3.4 INCONSISTENT STANDARDS
While OSFI expects DTIs to assess the relative risks of their various distribution activities,
it expects that independent distributors will be self-assessed as posing higher risks than
proprietary distribution. This can lead to different institutions having different risk assessments
for the Deposit Broker channel, even though the channel participants are the same for all
institutions. Furthermore, because OSFI does not prescribe specifically what sufficient oversight
of independent distribution must include, those institutions with higher risk assessments for
independent distribution may feel that tighter business rules and/or oversight are required
compared with their branches or other direct distribution.
We have even seen variation in how different institutions interpret legislated business
requirements which are very specifically worded. For example, we understand that the client
identification requirements in the PCMLTFA have never required 2 pieces of government-issued
photo-identification, yet a number of institutions long insisted on this as if it were specifically
required for brokered deposits, even when they don’t require this for in-branch deposits or in
their other direct channels.
Another glaring example is the very few institutions who will accept deposits from private
corporations citing the challenge in discharging their responsibilities under PCMLTFA. And of
the handful which still accept such business, the documentation required to secure a deposit
varies widely between them, but always involves multiple paper forms and copies of a number
of documents.
The variation in business requirements in the name of legislative compliance causes confusion
among brokers as to the actual legislated requirements, and makes it difficult to standardize
or automate business processes for greater efficiencies. FINTRAC should be lauded for their
ongoing evolution of the PCMLTFA identification requirements, and the increasing clarity of the
rules. Sadly, some DTIs apply these standards to their proprietary distribution, but believe they
need to have tighter requirements in the independent channel, to show they are responding to
the perceived higher risk.

3.5 INCONSISTENT OVERSIGHT REQUIREMENTS
OSFI expects that deposit taking institutions (DTIs) will know enough about their independent
distributors to be confident that they are of suitable character, possess adequate knowledge of
the rules and regulations governing their activities, and have policies and procedures in place to
ensure they and their staff and affiliates are complying with those rules and regulations.
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These expectations are often referred to as the Know Your Broker requirements (KYB), and
supervision.
However, because of the lack of a firm set of rules, there is wide variation between DTIs in terms
of the scope and degree to which they assess each of their brokers. While there are only an
estimated 150-200 Deposit Brokerage businesses in Canada, they collectively contract with 20003000 affiliated advisors who are the people actually dealing with the consumer. Institutions may
know very little about the affiliates before they receive the first order from one of them, even if
they know the Broker principals and staff.
Transactional oversight seems to work pretty well. Most institutions examine the paperwork
for each account opening order in detail to ensure business requirements have been met. But
oversight of the actual operational procedures of these brokers is another matter. The question
of whether the Broker has adequate policies and procedures in place, and whether these are
actually understood and being followed by their affiliates is not something you would learn just
by looking at the paperwork. A more careful look at the organization and its activities would be
needed to have confidence that they are conducting themselves appropriately.
Most financial product and service distributors are subjected to periodic audit by a regulator,
in order to confirm that business processes are in place to ensure compliance with various
legislation and regulations. This includes Investment Advisors at Investment Dealer firms, Mutual
Fund dealers, and insurance agencies. Most institutions agree that there are some things you
just won’t know for sure through a questionnaire or informal site visit, and that only a formalized
on-site audit of the operation, plus a sample of files from a number of affiliates can shine a light
on the business processes and culture of the brokerage organization and its affiliates.
Yet most DTIs do not perform audits on their brokers. The primary reasons are:
■
■

Audits are costly and time-consuming to plan and execute, and
OSFI has not mandated the execution of audits.

We believe the lack of a formalized audit process and schedule leaves a large gap in the effective
oversight of the independent Deposit Broker channel.
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3.6 LACK OF INFORMATION SHARING BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS CREATES GAPS
Faced with these costs, institutions may only provide the minimum amount of oversight to
satisfy their own regulators, and the oversight provided is not consistent from one institution to
another, making non-compliant behavior difficult to detect.
Furthermore, there is no way for the findings of one institution to be shared with other
institutions. Doing so without the involvement of a central licensing or oversight body, would
probably violate privacy rules.
The inability to share this information prevents coordination among institutions to assess the
risk of individual intermediaries, and adjust the level of scrutiny accordingly.
This lack of information-sharing can also allow a Deposit Broker who fails to meet the
compliance requirements of one financial Institution to become contracted with another
institution whose oversight is less rigorous, and the latter institution has no way to discover the
issues encountered by the former.
A mechanism to track the compliance history of Deposit Brokers and make that history available
to all DTIs would close this gap, leaving no place for a rogue or lax Broker to hide.

3.7 DUPLICATION OF OVERSIGHT FUNCTIONS
The current regulatory framework places the burden of oversight of independent Deposit
Brokers on the financial institutions which manufacture the products being distributed. While
this arrangement works fine when the deposit products are distributed primarily through the
employees of an institution and its exclusive agents, it is grossly inefficient for independent
Deposit Brokers who place consumers’ deposits with multiple deposit taking institutions.
This inefficiency arises because the same brokers and their affiliates represent multiple
DTIs, yet each of those DTIs is expected to perform its own oversight functions, resulting in
the duplication of oversight activities by multiple institutions to oversee the same firms and
individuals.
If each Deposit Broker must be subjected to oversight and audit by each of several suppliers,
not only is the cost of oversight duplicated at every institution, but also the burden of time on
each broker to allow for each supplier’s oversight and audits would be overwhelming. A typical
Deposit Broker is contracted with 10-30 institutions, the time taken to satisfy each of their KYB
and audit requirements could take a month or two of at least one employee of the Broker. If the
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cost of compliance becomes too large compared with the economic benefit of offering client
name deposits, Deposit Brokers will cease to offer them. That would threaten the continued
existence of the client name channel to the detriment of both the DTIs and the consumers which
rely on them.

In fact, we have seen in recent years a slow decline in the number of Deposit Brokerage
businesses, and the withdrawal of a number of larger institutions from the channel. Larger
DTIs have in recent years relied increasingly on growth in volume of nominee deposits in the
Investment Dealer channel, in which OSFI has allowed DTIs to rely on the existing regulatory
oversight of the channel by securities SROs to mitigate the risks. We believe the cost of channel
oversight in the Deposit Broker channel, and the uncertainty about its sufficiency in the eyes of
OSFI, are contributing factors to this trend.
3.8 BARRIER TO CHANNEL ACCESS FOR SMALLER INSTITUTIONS
The same cost of duplicated KYB and oversight functions driving some DTIs away from the
Deposit Broker channel also create a barrier to smaller DTIs being able to access the high-quality
funding available through the channel.
The established network of independent Deposit Brokers could be a quick source of quality
funding for smaller DTIs limited by the high capital cost of establishing their own distribution,
either through branches or direct channels. But safely accessing the channel would require the
DTI to invest upfront in recruiting brokers and performing Know Your Broker due diligence. This
effort would be a duplication of those same activities already performed by several or many
other institutions on those same brokers.
This acts as a barrier to entry into the channel, resulting in fewer sources of funding for smaller
institutions, thereby reducing the number of choices for the consumer to safely place their
savings through the channel, and reducing the competitiveness of the market.
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4. Proposal for Separate Regulation of
Deposit Brokers
These shortcomings of the existing framework suggest the need for a separate regulatory body
to set standards, monitor and enforce compliance in the entire Deposit Broker channel. This
would benefit both the consumers who may seek a Broker’s advice, and all the DTIs who desire
to access this important distribution channel.
To be sure, we are not suggesting that DTIs be relieved of their obligation of transactional
oversight - the inspection the account opening documents and subsequent transactions. The
DTIs are in the best position to oversee the details of individual transactions as they happen.
Rather, there are many functions that DTIs are expected to perform in order to manage the risk
that any of their agents (contracted Brokers or the affiliates of those brokers) lacks the character
or knowledge appropriate for their function, and to monitor their compliance with the various
business rules, legislation and regulations.
Ideally, oversight of the independent Deposit Broker channel would be done by an industry Self
Regulatory Organization (SRO) on behalf of all DTIs, such that OSFI would be satisfied with the
level of oversight activities, without requiring those activities to be duplicated inconsistently
across all institutions. This should also save a considerable cost, both by the DTIs through the
eliminated duplication of that activity, and even by OSFI, as it reduces the duplication of its own
assessment of that oversight at many institutions, now able to focus this attention on the SRO.
Functions that the SRO could perform for the benefit of all DTIs:
Qualifications for Contracting:
■ CV and financial industry experience
■ Educational qualifications (Product knowledge, basic financial math, dealing with
consumers)
■ Background check – police, credit, financial industry compliance record
■ Knowledge of rules, legislation, regulations (AML, PIPEDA etc.)
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Business Requirements
■ Standard requirements for ID, other information/documents needed to open an account
(to allow consistency across the country and across DTIs)
Operational Oversight:
■ Assess Business policies and procedures
■ Are they being followed consistently?
■ May require field audit
■ What are the gaps and concerns?
■ What action could be taken to remedy?
■ Information Sharing
■ A nationwide registry of all Brokers and their affiliated agents
■ Including their compliance history, audit results etc.
■ Available to all DTIs who wish to make use of the channel
As we noted in the previous section, these are functions currently either not being performed
consistently or at all, not being performed well, and/or being duplicated across DTIs (at
multiplied cost for the industry/channel).
What the DTIs are unable to do effectively and efficiently working on their own, they could
accomplish easily by relying on a separate entity that would monitor all Deposit Brokers’
procedures more consistently for compliance with a broader scope than just the transaction
level, take corrective action, and share its observations with any DTI that wishes to use any of the
channel participants.

4.1 DIRECT REGULATION OF DISTRIBUTION IS WORKING WELL IN OTHER FINANCIAL
INDUSTRIES
Other financial industry verticals have implemented regulatory bodies specifically to oversee
and regulate independent distributors directly, rather than to try to do this through the multiple
product manufacturers that those distributors carry. For example, the Investment Industry
Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC) oversees all Investment Dealer firms across Canada
and ensures that all their agents are supervised for compliance with clear and consistent
expectations. The Mutual Fund Dealers’ Association (MFDA) performs a similar function for
mutual fund dealers, which are product distribution businesses much like Deposit Brokers in
that they sell the products of multiple independent manufacturers.
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IIROC and the MFDA are both Self-Regulatory Organization (SROs) in which the regulated
businesses set standards for their own conduct (satisfactory to their ultimate regulators), and
monitor their members’ own activity, taking corrective or censure activities where necessary. We
will examine this model in more detail to illustrate its benefits.

4.2 A NATIONAL SCOPE PROVIDES THE NEEDED SCALE
While securities distribution is a provincial responsibility, the provincial regulators have all
agreed to rely on IIROC and the MFDA to perform common functions across the country for the
benefit of all of them.
This may be a partly practical consideration since individual advisors may serve clients in
different provinces. Or it could be driven by cost considerations, since some provinces would
have relatively few advisors spread across a vast area, making it inefficient to support a separate
regulatory infrastructure.
Leveraging one organization across the whole country is certainly more efficient than duplicating
the management layer across 13 jurisdictions.

4.3 A NATIONAL SCOPE ALLOWS FOR CONSISTENT STANDARDS
While the provincial securities commissions have autonomy from one another, they still see
benefits from consistency in business standards, legislation and regulation across provinces.
The small scale of business volume in some provinces would not warrant the investment in
different standards in each of them and would make it difficult to standardize or automate
business processes.
The Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA) acts as a national standards body, to help
formulate business requirements, policies and procedures that could satisfy each of the
provincial regulators, and yet be applied consistently across the country for greater efficiencies.
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4.4 COMPLIANCE HISTORY AVAILABLE TO ALL REGULATORS AND DEALERS
A database of all registrants across the country is shared nationally so that any provincial
regulator or any dealer can access the compliance history of any industry participant to help
them decide whether to license or employ that individual. If a dealer terminates an agent, the
reasons are recorded so the offender can’t hide.

4.5 CONSUMERS CAN VERIFY THEIR ADVISOR’S PROFICIENCY AND GOOD STANDING
A consumer questioning the advice they’re getting from their current advisor, or seeking a new
one, may wonder whether the advisor has the education and experience needed to properly
advise them, and whether there is any reason to distrust them. The Self-Regulatory Organization
offers consumers an online facility to confirm the good standing of any registrant.
4.6 EGREGIOUS OR ONGOING NON-COMPLIANCE RESULTS IN SANCTIONS OR EXPULSION
In order for such a regime to work effectively, it must come with an enforcement mechanism.
Those audited by their dealer or the regulator and found lacking are usually helped to develop
better business processes and collect evidence that they are being followed. In clear violations,
or for lack of progress toward agreed goals, the regulator may impose sanctions, including client
restitution, monetary penalties, suspension of license, or termination of license. The national
self-regulatory bodies for securities and mutual funds have this power and continue to exercise
it for the protection of consumers.

4.7 REGULATORY FUNCTIONS ARE FUNDED BY THE INDUSTRY
These SROs are industry-funded, so as not to be an additional burden on the taxpayer.
Individuals selling securities or mutual funds must be members of the respective SRO in order
to be able to be contracted, and they (through their dealers) pay a fee to the SRO each year to
cover the costs of their own supervision.

4.8 NOT ALL ROSES
While the example of national securities SROs illustrates the many benefits of a common
national regulatory body, there are a couple of weak points.
First, the MFDA’s ‘Members’ are the mutual fund dealers, while the agents selling to consumers
are ‘Approved Persons’ with little if any direct input other than through their dealers.
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Members must meet minimum requirements set by the MFDA in specific rules, but may set
more stringent requirements for their own agents, though they must then demonstrate their
own adherence to their higher standard. This does lead to inconsistencies in oversight and rules
at each dealer, though at least there is a minimum requirement that each dealer knows will
satisfy the regulator.
Secondly, the MFDA is only focused on oversight of the distributor’s agents, not on standards
relating to account opening or transaction processing procedures and data standards.
Fortunately, the CSA and other entities with national scope have been able to tightly standardize
those elements, allowing all members to gain efficiencies by automating processes and
communicating orders electronically.
Still, the model results in more consistent, cost effective oversight and regulation of advisors,
relieving the product manufacturers of duplicating these functions for all of the agents selling
their products.
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5. The Registered Deposit Brokers
Association Should Be the National
SRO
The most direct route to having Deposit Brokers regulated directly, is to empower the Registered
Deposit Brokers Association of Canada (RDBA) to act as the SRO for this distribution channel.
We recommend that the Department of Finance and OSFI require RDBA membership in good
standing for all Deposit Brokers and their affiliates.
The RDBA has acted as a national trade association for Deposit Brokers since 1986, initially
developing business rules and standards for operations and conduct. Since 2008 it has focused
on performing most of the functions that would be expected of a national regulator of Deposit
Brokers, and it already has a significant percentage of the channel participants as members.
The RDBA is a better fit for the needs of the Deposit Broker channel than other alternatives, and
is ready for this role.
We will demonstrate how the existing infrastructure of the RDBA could be leveraged to provide
better oversight, supervision and risk management for the benefit of consumers, DTIs and OSFI.

5.1 THE RDBA HAS A LONG HISTORY OF PROGRESS IN ELEVATING THE PROFESSIONAL
STANDARD
Appendix 3 provides some milestones in the RDBA’s history. The early focus was on the
standards for account opening and transaction processing, and the development of rules for
Brokers and their affiliates on such things as client disclosure, confirmations, notification of
maturities etc.
The standardization had progressed by the early 2000s to the point where electronic transaction
processing and confirmation were being piloted by a number of Brokers and DTIs.
The RDBA continues to work with both DTIs and Brokers to advance standards and procedures
to elevate the professionalism of its members, and improve the efficiency of business processes.
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5.2 THE RDBA IS ALREADY PERFORMING MOST OF THE FUNCTIONS REQUIRED OF AN SRO
The RDBA’s Standards and Oversight Functions Include:
Broker and affiliate onboarding, due diligence
■ Police Checks, prior financial industry compliance record, references
Education and Testing
■ Course module and examination for new members
■ Annual AML course revisions and examinations
■ Privacy training PIPEDA
■ Professional RDB designation based on more extensive course material
Broker Operational Assessment
■ Annual ‘Broker Compliance Questionnaire’ to assess policies and procedures against
compliance requirements
On-site broker audit protocol and reporting
■ Audit objectives and procedures
■ Information-gathering templates
■ Audit report repository
National Registry of members
■ Includes contact information for each affiliate, which brokers they’re contracted with
■ Includes status of educational activity and test results, last date tested
■ Includes Broker Compliance Questionnaire results
■ Includes most recent audit reports
Regular sharing of Registry changes with respective member DTIs
■ Online query and reports
Consumers can verify that their Broker is in good standing
■ Via the RDBA consumer website
In 2015, the RDBA developed and began to implement field audits of Broker operations,
reporting the results back to its DTI members. The DTIs did not approve a continuation of
the audit program due to the incremental costs, arguing that none of them had been asked
to perform field audits by their regulator (i.e. OSFI) so they saw no need to incur the cost of
continued implementation.
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The RDBA continues to believe that operational field audits would enhance the safety and
reliability of the channel and stands ready to resume the program once it receives a mandate to
do so.

5.3 THE RDBA ALREADY HAS A LARGE NUMBER OF THE CHANNEL PARTICIPANTS AS
MEMBERS
RBDA members currently include 20 DTIs who are distributing through independent Brokers,
and over 1100 out of an estimated 2-3000 Brokers and their affiliates across 11 of the 13
provinces and territories of Canada.

5.4 RDBA FUNCTIONS WERE DEVELOPED SPECIFICALLY FOR THIS CHANNEL
MFDA/IIROC proficiency requirements are much broader than required by someone only selling
GICs and not mutual funds or securities. At the same time, MFDA/IIROC requirements lack
depth on a wide range of issues unique to deposit instruments, and would leave a member illequipped to deal with the unique aspects of the deposit business.
RDBA’s Deposit Broker Course was developed specifically to address these unique aspects, and
ensure its members were experts in handling deposit instruments. RDBA’s AML and Privacy
courses and examinations were also developed to specifically address issues and requirements
for this product line in the evolving legislative and regulatory environment.
These operational functions were developed with the direction of RDBA’s Institution members,
in a way they believed would satisfy their own regulators with respect to the risk management
and oversight of independent agents.

5.5 RDBA IS READY TO DELIVER EFFICIENCIES
Analysis conducted by the RDBA estimates that a national regulatory body could save over 80%
of the cost of industry compliance costs by eliminating the duplication of Know Your Broker
activities and audit programs across multiple DTIs.
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With these economies of scale, the channel will have more consistent and thorough oversight
with no increase in costs. Consumers will have the assurance that their Deposit Broker is
qualified to advise them and compliant with the applicable rules and regulations. Smaller
DTIs can access a safe and effective alternate distribution channel with minimal upfront costs
and be sure their regulator will be satisfied that they have managed the risk of independent
distributors.
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6. Key Success Factors

Several steps need to be taken to ensure that the RDBA can be successful as the SRO.
The complete functional model:
■
■
■

■

■

Requires all Brokers of Federally Regulated DTIs to be RDBA members
Requires all Federally Regulated DTIs to be RDBA members if they use RDBA brokers
Assures DTIs that they need not perform operational oversight on their Brokers, as the
RDBA would already be performing those functions to OSFI’s satisfaction.
Makes OSFI a key stakeholder in the RDBA, to ensure the SRO’s compliance functions
continue to meet the needs of the regulator.
Allows the RDBA to censure its members for non-compliance.

The key to achieving the economy of scale and elimination of duplication which will allow for
more thorough oversight, is to make it mandatory that any independent distributors used by
OSFI-regulated DTIs must be members in good standing of the RDBA, and confirm to those DTIs
that they are in exchange relieved of all oversight functions now performed by RDBA (except
transaction review).
Currently, RDBA membership is voluntary for Brokers and their affiliates. Though membership
fees for an affiliate are only $200 per year, many affiliates choose not to be a member because
it is a cost and not a requirement. At the same time, they benefit from the standards and
procedures developed by the RDBA.
As long as DTIs can choose to use non-RDBA brokers (those who refuse to be RDBA members),
they would need to oversee them separately, duplicating the same infrastructure as if they
had no RDBA brokers at all, because RDBA can only perform its functions on those who are
members. This risks eliminating the whole standardization and efficiency gain expected from
centralizing the SRO for the benefit of all DTIs. The solution is to require all Brokers/Affiliates to
be members of the SRO.
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Similarly, a number of DTIs who are distributing through independent agents are not RDBA
members. They also benefit from the standards developed by RDBA, being used by their RDBA
member Brokers (and non-members), though they do not contribute to the cost of developing
and maintaining them. In fairness, any DTI which uses the independent channel, should
contribute to its standards and its costs. At the same time, those DTIs not making use of the
channel should not be required to be members.
DTIs who refuse to be voluntary members of the RDBA, often cite their uncertainty on whether
their regulator (i.e. OSFI) would be satisfied with the level of oversight provided by the RDBA.
OSFI would need to make it clear to the DTIs under its supervision, that a broker who is an RDBA
member will be considered sufficiently overseen by the RDBA, such that the DTI is relieved of
further oversight obligations. This would be analogous to the exemption currently in place for
nominee business done through MFDA or IIROC distributors. Only then would the DTI have the
confidence to rely on the RDBA and not feel compelled to do more in the non-standardized and
duplicative way of the current model.
But for OSFI to be satisfied with the RDBA’s oversight, it should expect to have input into the
requirements and reporting on the activities and results, like any stakeholder. While involvement
in those matters would cost OSFI some time, we expect that time commitment would be less
than the total time currently spent duplicating its own oversight of the channel compliance
functions of each of the DTIs it regulates.
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7. Next Steps

We believe the following 5 steps should now be taken to realize the goal of effective regulation
of independent Deposit Brokers, and the benefits outlined above:

1

OSFI performs an in-depth review of RDBA onboarding, oversight and reporting
functions.

2

OSFI identifies areas it would like to see strengthened.

3

RDBA updates policies and procedures to meet OSFI’s requirements.

4

OSFI declares that DTIs relying on RDBA for channel oversight will be deemed to have
met OSFI’s requirements for such oversight.

5

Department of Finance or OSFI makes RDBA membership mandatory for those selling
the deposits of Federally-regulated DTIs, and the DTIs which distribute through them.

We look forward to a dialogue with OSFI and the Department of Finance, to explore how best
to proceed toward a more consistent, effective and efficient compliance regime for Deposit
Brokers.
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Appendix 1: Comparing Sources of
Deposits for DTIs
The table below compares several sources of consumer deposits that DTIs can access.
Channel

Price-Sensitivity

Volume Potential

Speed of Response

Physical Branch

Low-Moderate

Moderate

Slow

Direct Distribution

Moderate-High

Depends on Scale

Depends on
Promotion

Deposit Brokers

Moderate-High

Moderate

Rapid

Investment Dealers

High

Large

Rapid

It should be noted that each separate channel carries significant costs of entry and operation for
the institution wishing to use it.
Physical branches have high upfront capital costs and ongoing staffing and operating costs,
so most smaller institutions have a very limited physical presence, often in one or more small
geographic areas.
Virtual or direct distribution requires call centers, web portals, ultra-competitive interest rates
(sometimes recklessly so) and heavy advertising costs.
Gaining access to major investment dealer distribution is a challenge for smaller DTIs, who
need ultra-competitive rates to secure any deposit flow, and who often cannot absorb the
volume that results from a competitive offer. Furthermore, this channel is so price-sensitive
that maturing deposits are unlikely to be renewed unless the rate offered for renewal remain
competitive with all competitors on the ‘big board’ of available DTIs at such dealers.
The independent Deposit Broker channel offers an opportunity to secure a more even flow of
new deposits in response to a competitive rate offer, with a higher level of ‘stickiness’ or lower
price-sensitivity on renewal. This is invaluable to smaller DTIs who cannot access Investment
Dealers and medium-sized institutions who may not need or be able to absorb the volume
provided by that channel.
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Appendix 2: Timeline of the Registered
Deposit Brokers Association
1987

The Federation of Canadian Independent Deposit Brokers (FCIDB) was first created
in 1986 and incorporated in 1987. Its original mandate was to work together with
government agencies, financial institutions, and investors to define the role of the
deposit broker as an intermediary between financial institutions and investors.

1998

The FCIDB created the Canadian Deposits Self Study Course.

2005

The FCIDB and its members and their clients completed a postcard campaign, which
then had the government raise CDIC’s insurance coverage limit to $100,000.

2005

Our Client Information and Consent forms and GIC application were created for use
by our members only in 2005.

2008

A historic membership decision in 2008 solidified the RDBA (then the FCIDB) to
become the SRO for the Industry.

2009

The FCIDB changed their name and rebranded as the Registered Deposit Brokers
Association (RDBA) and enlarged its mandate to include regulating the operations of
the deposit broker industry.

2010

The RDBA began the AML training and testing for broker and affiliate members.

2013

The RDBA created the Broker Compliance Questionnaire to form part of the financial
institutions compliance process to help meet their legislative and regulatory
obligations.

2015

The RDBA developed and piloted a field audit methodology and reporting system.

2017

The RDBA began criminal background checks on its members.

2019

The RDBA began providing privacy training to its members.
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